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The idea of “sovereignty” dominates the US debate on migration.  To be “weak on sovereignty,” 

as a US presidential candidate recently put it, has become synonymous with dismissive of 

national security and rule of law concerns.  Yet sovereignty demands more than national defense 

or the physical protection of citizens.  It requires that nation-states, in furtherance of their very 

purpose, protect rights, promote the common good, and foster human security.    

 

The United States – home to 73 million foreign-born persons and their children, a full 25 percent 

of its population – has not closed its doors to people from other nations.  However, the federal 

government has effectively pursued “enforcement only” immigration reforms in recent years and 

many states and localities have passed “deportation-by-attrition” legislation that seeks to deny 

core rights to persons without lawful immigration status in order to force them to self-deport.  

This paper will analyze these strategies and critique them from the perspective of US families, 

host communities, and the nation.    

 

US Immigration Reform Debate: the Enforcement-Only Vision  

 

Comprehensive immigration reform legislation seeks to transform the US system of legal 

immigration,  allow unauthorized immigrants to earn legal status, and  more effectively enforce 

US immigration law.  Proposed legislation with these three elements, however, has failed in 

successive sessions of Congress, and does not have a realistic chance of passage in the near term.  

More targeted legalization bills have also floundered. The DREAM Act, which would provide 

legal status to young people brought to the United States as children, did not gain sufficient 

votes to defeat a Senate filibuster in the waning days of the 111
th

 Congress.  The Agricultural 

Job Opportunities, Benefits, and Security Act of 2009 (“AgJobs”), which would provide a path 
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to legal status for certain farm workers and guest workers, along with their spouses and minor 

children, has not been adopted over several sessions of Congress.
1
  

 

A 2011 survey by the Public Religion Research Institute showed that most Americans (62 

percent) favor comprehensive immigration reform over an enforcement-only approach.
 2

  

However, survey results should be approached with a degree of caution.  Surveys can carefully 

articulate fixed policy options.  By way of contrast, the terms of the real-time immigration debate 

constantly shift, partisans characterize policy positions in terms that support their preferred 

outcomes, and impartial analysis rarely prevails. Thus, it should come as no surprise that the 

American public holds both diverse and internally inconsistent views on immigration.  The same 

survey, for example, found that a majority of Americans believes that the United States should 

attempt to deport all unauthorized immigrants.3  In its 2010 transatlantic survey on immigration 

and immigrant integration, the German Marshall Fund found a split between Americans who 

favored requiring unauthorized immigrants to return to their countries of origin (47 percent) and 

those who supported granting them legal status (45 percent).
4
  Fifty-seven percent supported 

providing more avenues for legal immigration as a way to reduce illegal migration.
5
   

 

A well-organized coalition of groups that oppose current levels of immigration and support 

deportation-by-attrition strategies have contributed to what the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) 

characterizes as “a toxic environment in which hateful rhetoric targeting immigrants has become 

routine.”
6
   Among other tactics, these groups: 

 

                                                 
1
 US Senate, Agricultural Job Opportunities, Benefits, and Security Act of 2009, 111th Cong., 1st session, 

www.govtrack.us/congress/bill.xpd?bill=s111-1038; US House of Representatives, Agricultural Job Opportunities, 

Benefits, and Security Act of 2009, 111th Cong., 1st session, www.govtrack.us/congress/bill.xpd?bill=h111-2414.  
2
 Robert P. Jones, Daniel Cox, William A. Galston, and E.J. Dionne, Jr., What it Means to Be American: Attitudes in 

an Increasingly Diverse America Ten Years after 9/11  (Washington, DC: Brookings Institute and Public Religion 

Research Institute, 2011), 24, 

http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/Files/rc/reports/2011/0906_american_attitudes/0906_american_attitudes.pdf. 
3
 Ibid., 23. 

4
 The German Marshall Fund of the United States, “Transatlantic Trends Immigration: Kev Findings 2010” 

(Washington, DC: The German Marshall Fund of the United States, 2010), 24-25, 

http://trends.gmfus.org/immigration/doc/TTI2010_English_Key.pdf 
5
 Ibid., 26.  

6
 Anti-Defamation League, “Immigrants Targeted: Extremist Rhetoric Moves into the Mainstream” (Anti-

Defamation League, 2008), 

http://www.adl.org/civil_rights/anti_immigrant/Immigrants%20Targeted%20UPDATE_2008.pdf .  
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http://trends.gmfus.org/immigration/doc/TTI2010_English_Key.pdf
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 Characterize immigrants, particularly people of color, as “third world invaders” and 

“hordes” bent on destroying US society and culture;  

 Describe immigrants as criminals, terrorists, and public health threats;  

 Spread conspiracy theories about the secret plot of Mexican immigrants to create a 

"greater Mexico” by taking back seven US states; and 

 Accuse immigrants of “eroding American culture, institutions and quality of life,” and 

degrading the environment.
7
 

These groups also impugn the patriotism of persons that provide humanitarian assistance to 

migrants; champion alternative “faith-based” voices that castigate immigrants for being greedy 

and envious of US wealth; attribute prominent social problems to immigrants; blame all 

unauthorized immigrants for the crimes of any unauthorized immigrant; and promote anti-life 

ideas like conditioning immigrant admissions on a vow not to have children.  

 

Enforcement-only activists do not offer a feasible -- much less a humane -- solution to the 

problem of illegal migration.  Even if it were logistically possible, deporting 11 million residents 

would have draconian consequences.  Entire zip codes would be depopulated and vital 

neighborhoods would become littered with abandoned buildings.  Churches would be emptied 

and closed, as the faithful were deported.  Millions of mixed-status families would lose primary 

breadwinners. Five and one-half million children, including 4.5 million US citizens, would 

experience the trauma of separation from a parent.
8
  Substantial numbers of families would be 

forced to give up their homes and move in with others.  Children would be pulled out of school.
9
  

Tens of thousands would be placed in foster care which, for some, would be the first step in 

permanent, legal severance from their parents. 
10

 

 

                                                 
7
 Ibid, 2.  

8
 Jeffrey S. Passel and D’Vera Cohn, “Unauthorized Immigrant Population: National and State Trends, 2010,” 

(Washington, DC: Pew Hispanic Center, February 1, 2011), 13, http://pewhispanic.org/files/reports/133.pdf 
9
 Campbell Robertson, “After Ruling, Hispanics Flee an Alabama Town,” New York Times (October 3, 2011), 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/04/us/after-ruling-hispanics-flee-an-alabama-town.html?pagewanted=all.  
10

 Seth Freed Wessler, “Shattered Families: The Perilous Intersection of Immigration Enforcement and the Child 

Welfare System” (New York, NY: Applied Research Center, November 2011), http://arc.org/shatteredfamilies. 
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The US economy would lose 5.2 percent of its work-force, and the disruption in certain 

immigrant-dependent industries would be difficult to overcome. 
11

  Countless businesses that 

depend on unauthorized workers as consumers and laborers would be shuddered.  Crops would 

rot in the fields, farmers would plant fewer labor intensive crops, and food imports would 

increase.  The price of goods and services would increase.
12

  Civil rights would invariably be 

violated. US citizens would be mistakenly deported.  Foreign relations would suffer, including 

cooperation from sending countries in stemming illegal migration.  Immigrant communities 

would not report crimes or assist in community policing initiatives, emboldening criminals and 

threatening public safety.  The United States would lose the potential and future productivity of 

young people raised and educated in the country.  It would also lose the stability of long-term 

residents: 53 percent of unauthorized immigrants have lived in the United States for 10 years or 

more, and 13 percent for at least 20 years. 
13

 

 

The federal government has not adopted a zero-tolerance deportation policy.  However, it has 

pursued “enforcement-only” reforms through restrictive legislation and escalating 

appropriations.  To provide a sense of the US enforcement system’s growth and reach, a few 

salient facts follow:  

 

 Removals (deportations) from the United States rose from 30,039 in 1990, to 396,906 in 

2011. 

 Based on current trends, the number of non-citizens removed during the first term of the 

Obama administration will be in the 1.5 million range, compared to the roughly 2.3 

million removed during the 20 years of the Reagan, George H.W. Bush, and George W. 

Bush administrations.
14

   

                                                 
11

 Passel and Cohn, “Unauthorized Immigrant Population,” 17. 
12

 Harry Holzer, “Immigration Policy and Less-Skilled Workers in the United States: Reflections on Future 

Directions for Reform” (Washington, DC: Migration Policy Institute, January 2011), 9, 

http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/Holzer-January2011.pdf.  
13

 Jeffrey S. Passel and D’Vera Cohn, “US Unauthorized Immigration Flows Are Down Sharply Since Mid-Decade” 

(Washington, DC: Migration Policy Institute, September 1, 2010), 5,  http://pewhispanic.org/files/reports/126.pdf. 
14

 US Department of Homeland Security (DHS), DHS Yearbook of Immigration Statistics: 2007, (Washington, DC: 

DHS, September 2008),  95, http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/statistics/yearbook/2007/ois_2007_yearbook.pdf;  

DHS, Immigration Enforcement Actions: 2010 (Washington, DC: DHS, June 2011),  4, 

http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/statistics/publications/enforcement-ar-2010.pdf.   

http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/Holzer-January2011.pdf
http://pewhispanic.org/files/reports/126.pdf
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/statistics/yearbook/2007/ois_2007_yearbook.pdf
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/statistics/publications/enforcement-ar-2010.pdf
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 Between 1990 and 2002, the Immigration and Naturalization Service’s (INS’s) budget 

rose from $1.2 billion to $6.2 billion.
15

   

 By 2011, the budgets of Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement (ICE), the two Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 

immigration enforcement agencies, exceeded $17.2 billion.
16

   

 In FY 2011, CBP and ICE funding and staffing levels exceeded the combined levels of 

the four major US Department of Justice (DOJ) law enforcement agencies.
17

   

 In FY 2010, the United States criminally prosecuted nearly 90,000 persons for 

immigration-related violations.
18

   

 Immigration-related prosecutions now represent more than 50 percent of federal criminal 

prosecutions.
19

  

 ICE manages the nation’s single largest detention system, larger than any other federal, 

state or local system. 

 ICE  detains nearly 34,000 people each night and 400,000 persons per year,
20

 including 

mandatory detainees that would not constitute a flight risk if released subject to reporting 

and supervision requirements. 

 Over the last three years, ICE has audited, fined and debarred record numbers of 

employers for violations of employer verification requirements.
21

 

 More than 280,000 employers now participate in the federal government’s electronic 

employee verification program, E-Verify.
22

 

                                                 
15

 Doris Meissner and Donald Kerwin, DHS and Immigration: Taking Stock and Correcting Course (Washington, 

DC: Migration Policy Institute (MPI), February 2009), 100, http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/DHS_Feb09.pdf.  
16

 DHS, FY 2012 Budget in Brief (Washington, DC, DHS, 2011), 70, 83, http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/budget-

bib-fy2012.pdf.  
17

 US Department of Justice (DOJ), “Summary of Budget Authority by Appropriation,” 

http://www.justice.gov/jmd/2012summary/pdf/budget-authority-appropriation.pdf.  
18

  Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC), “Federal Criminal Prosecutions Filed by Selected 

Program Areas” (Syracuse, NY: TRAC, 2007), http://trac.syr.edu/tracreports/crim/184/include/table_1.html;  

TRAC, “FY 2009 Federal Prosecutions Sharply Higher” (Syracuse, NY: TRAC, 2009),    

http://trac.syr.edu/tracreports/crim/223/;   TRAC, “Immigration Prosecutions for 2010” (Syracuse, NY: TRAC, 

2011), http://tracfed.syr.edu/results/9x6d4d5e9671da.html.  
19

 States prosecutes far more crimes in the United States than the federal government. 
20

 Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), “Average Daily Population as of 08/15/2011,” 

http://www.ice.gov/doclib/about/offices/ero/pdf/ero-removals.pdf  
21

 DHS, “Secretary Napolitano Announces Record-breaking Immigration Enforcement Statistics Achieved under the 

Obama Administration”  (Washington, DC: DHS, October 6, 2010), 

http://www.dhs.gov/ynews/releases/pr_1286389936778.shtm. 

http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/DHS_Feb09.pdf
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/budget-bib-fy2012.pdf
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/budget-bib-fy2012.pdf
http://www.justice.gov/jmd/2012summary/pdf/budget-authority-appropriation.pdf
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http://trac.syr.edu/tracreports/crim/223/
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http://www.ice.gov/doclib/about/offices/ero/pdf/ero-removals.pdf
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 Eight states require their public and private employers to participate in the E-Verify 

program. 

 By 2013, the Secure Communities program will screen virtually everybody arrested in 

the United States for immigration violations. 
23

 

In addition to raising appropriations, laws passed in 1996 and in the post-9/11 era:  

  Expanded the crimes leading to automatic removal and mandatory detention, and limited 

the discretion of Immigration Judges to allow non-citizens with equitable and family ties 

to remain.
24

   

 Led to the removal (deportation) of lawful permanent residents (LPRs) and other long-

term residents based on offenses they committed years in the past.
25

  

 Created section 287(g) partnerships between the federal government and states and 

localities to enforce immigration law.
26

    

 Sought to prevent unauthorized immigrants from obtaining drivers’ licenses by requiring 

states to verify that applicants have or are on the way to obtaining lawful status.
27

  

 Expanded the grounds of inadmissibility based on “terrorist activity” to the point that 

pro-democracy activists and persons forced to support terrorist groups cannot receive 

refugee status or political asylum. 
28

   

                                                                                                                                                             
22

 DHS, “What is E-Verify” (last update, September 15, 2011), 

http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/menuitem.eb1d4c2a3e5b9ac89243c6a7543f6d1a/?vgnextoid=e94888e60a405

110VgnVCM1000004718190aRCRD&vgnextchannel=e94888e60a405110VgnVCM1000004718190aRCRD. 
23

 This does not mean that DHS will pick up every arrestee with an immigration violation.  The Obama 

administration has established priorities (mostly felons) for the type of immigration violators that it intends to place 

in removal proceedings.  However, these priorities may not survive a change of administrations.  In addition, 

notwithstanding the priorities, non-citizens without convictions or with misdemeanor convictions represented 56 

percent of Secure Communities’ removals in FY 2010.  In addition, Secure Communities is a post-arrest, not a post-

conviction screening program.  As such, it does not prevent police from engaging in racial profiling in determining 

who to arrest. 
24

 The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, Public Law 104-208, US Statutes at 

Large 110 (1996): 3009. 
25

 Catholic Legal Immigration Network, Inc. (CLINIC), The Impact of Our Laws on American Families 

(Washington, DC: CLINIC, 2000), http://www.cliniclegal.org/Publications/AtRisk/atrisk1.pdf; American Bar 

Association (ABA), Commission on Immigration, American Justice Through Immigrants’ Eyes (Chicago, Ill.: ABA, 

2004), 23-44, 59-71, http://www.protectcivilrights.org/pdf/reports/american-justice/american_justice.pdf.      
26

 These agreements take their name from the relevant section of the Immigration and Nationality Act.  
27

 The REAL ID Act of 2005, Public Law 109-13, US Statutes at Large 119 (2005): 231-323. 
28The Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct 

Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act of 2001, Public Law 107-56, US Statutes at Large 115 (2001): 272;  Human Rights 

First (HRF), Denial and Delay: The Impact of the Immigration Law’s “Terrorism Bars” on Asylum Seekers and 

Refugees in the United States (New York, NY: HRF, 2009), 19-20, www.humanrightsfirst.org/wp-

http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/menuitem.eb1d4c2a3e5b9ac89243c6a7543f6d1a/?vgnextoid=e94888e60a405110VgnVCM1000004718190aRCRD&vgnextchannel=e94888e60a405110VgnVCM1000004718190aRCRD
http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/menuitem.eb1d4c2a3e5b9ac89243c6a7543f6d1a/?vgnextoid=e94888e60a405110VgnVCM1000004718190aRCRD&vgnextchannel=e94888e60a405110VgnVCM1000004718190aRCRD
http://www.cliniclegal.org/Publications/AtRisk/atrisk1.pdf
http://www.protectcivilrights.org/pdf/reports/american-justice/american_justice.pdf
http://www.humanrightsfirst.org/wp-content/uploads/pdf/RPP-DenialandDelay-FULL-111009-web.pdf
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Members of Congress and activists argue that the federal government is failing to enforce US 

immigration law.  Yet by virtually every metric, federal enforcement has reached record levels, 

and the funding, legal infrastructure, and operational systems are in place to ensure robust federal 

enforcement for years to come.    

 

State Immigration Laws and Deportation by Attrition Strategies 

 

The federal government enjoys primary authority to enforce federal immigration laws.  

Traditionally, states and localities have played a supporting role in this area. Over the last six 

years, however, state and local activism has increased dramatically, a phenomenon that can be 

attributed at least in part to Congressional inaction on immigration reform.  Between 2005 and 

2010, the number of immigration-related state laws and resolutions introduced rose from 300 to 

1,400.
29

 In the first half of 2011, state legislators introduced 1,592 bills and resolutions about 

immigrants and refugees.
30

 As of June 30, 2011, 257 had passed.  As a result, unauthorized 

immigrants now face aggressive and well-resourced federal enforcement programs, and state and 

local laws designed to force them to “self-deport.”     

 

Not all state and local immigration measures seek to punish unauthorized immigrants.  States 

have passed legislation, for example, to fund naturalization programs, support welcoming 

centers, strengthen labor standards,  provide in-state tuition to unauthorized college students, and 

allow unauthorized students to apply for certain grants and scholarships.  Localities, in turn, have 

passed ordinances to promote immigrant integration,  prohibit local police from inquiring into 

immigration status, and  support comprehensive reform.  

 

Border enforcement, visa controls, removals, and other traditional immigration enforcement 

techniques have been roughly tailored to the federal government’s authority to regulate 

immigration.  By contrast, state and local deportation-by-attrition strategies have broadly 

                                                                                                                                                             
content/uploads/pdf/RPP-DenialandDelay-FULL-111009-web.pdf  (These laws now cover “virtually any use of 

armed force by a nonstate actor, directed at anyone or anything, for any purpose other than personal enrichment.”)   
29

 National Conference of States Legislatures (NCSL), “2010 Immigration-Related Laws and Resolutions in the 

States: January 1-December 31, 2010” (Washington, DC: NCSL, 2010), 

http://www.ncsl.org/default.aspx?tabid=21857.  
30

 NCSL, “2011 Immigration-Related Laws Bills,” 

http://www.ncsl.org/Default.aspx?TabID=756&tabs=951,119,851#95.   

http://www.humanrightsfirst.org/wp-content/uploads/pdf/RPP-DenialandDelay-FULL-111009-web.pdf
http://www.ncsl.org/default.aspx?tabid=21857
http://www.ncsl.org/Default.aspx?TabID=756&tabs=951,119,851#95
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impacted immigrants, denying rights to unauthorized residents – to housing, work, education, 

police protection, and even public utilities -- in areas not traditionally viewed as implicating 

immigration control.
31

  Such restrictions undermine the community’s well-being and the shared 

“good” of its members.  They deny rights as a means to an end and criminalize the exercise of 

rights.  They raise constitutional issues in the areas of citizenship, equal protection, due process, 

and supremacy of federal law in the immigration arena.  According to the US Department of 

Justice, they also divert federal immigration enforcement resources away from programs that 

target terrorists, transnational gangs, human traffickers, and drug smugglers. This section will 

discuss several “omnibus” state enforcement laws and two local resolutions that have served as 

templates for other localities.   

   

In 2007, Oklahoma passed the Citizens and Taxpayers Protection Act, SB 1804, which: 

 Made it a felony to transport or harbor an unauthorized immigrant, knowing or in 

reckless disregard of the immigrant’s illegal entry or presence;
32

 

 Required applicants for identification cards to present valid evidence of their legal status. 

 Required state public employers and contractors to use the federal electronic employment 

verification system “E-Verify” to confirm the eligibility of new hires. 

 Made it a discriminatory practice for employers to discharge US citizens and retain 

unauthorized immigrants. 

 Prohibited most unauthorized immigrants from receiving in-state tuition or financial aid 

at public colleges and universities. 

 Made unauthorized immigrants ineligible for drivers’ licenses, rental assistance, and 

certain other public benefits. 

 Required verification of legal status for all persons age 14 and over who apply for (most) 

public benefits.
33

        

Similar provisions have since been adopted in numerous states.  For example, at this writing, 19 

states require select employers – especially public agencies and contractors -- to participate in the 

                                                 
31

 Donald Kerwin, “Crossing the Line: From Enforcing the Law to Targeting People” Huffington Post (posted Nov. 

3, 2011), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/donald-kerwin/crossing-the-line-from-en_b_1072981.html.  
32

 State crimes on assisting, transporting, harboring or concealing unauthorized immigrants typically require 

knowledge of or reckless disregard of a person’s lack of immigration status. 
33

 SB 1804, 51
st
 Leg., 1

st
 Sess. (OK. 2007). 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/donald-kerwin/crossing-the-line-from-en_b_1072981.html
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E-Verify program.
34

  Eight of these states – Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, Mississippi, North 

Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Utah – require nearly all state employers, public and 

private, to use E-Verify.
35

   

 

In 2010, Arizona passed SB 1070 and HB 2162, the Support our Law Enforcement and Safe 

Neighborhoods Act, which significantly expanded on the Oklahoma law.
36

 If it survives legal 

scrutiny, the Arizona law would:  

 

 Require state law enforcement officials to make a “reasonable attempt” (based on 

“reasonable suspicion” of unauthorized presence) to determine the status of persons 

during any lawful stop, detention or arrest. 

 Require state officials to verify the immigration status of arrested persons prior to their 

release. 

 Mandate the transfer of certain immigrants to federal custody following discharge from a 

prison or assessment of a fine. 

 Allow for the warrantless arrest of persons that police officers have probable cause to 

believe have committed removable offenses. 

 Prohibit any political sub-division of the state from limiting or restricting federal 

immigration enforcement, and create a private cause of action to enforce this provision. 

 

The law would also make it a state crime to transport, harbor, conceal or induce an unauthorized 

immigrant to reside in the state; to stop in traffic to pick up a laborer or for a laborer to get into a 

car that impedes traffic; and for an unauthorized immigrant to work, to be out of status, or to fail 

to carry a federal “alien” registration document.  Migrants can be criminally prosecuted for 

illegally crossing the border and employers must verify the identity and eligibility of new hires.  

However, it is not a federal crime to work or simply “to be” without immigration status.  

 

                                                 
34

 National Immigration Law Center (NILC), “State Laws Concerning E-Verify” (Los Angeles, CA: NILC, update 

July 21, 2011), http://www.nilc.org/immsemplymnt/ircaempverif/e-verify-state-laws-summary-tbl-2011-07-21.pdf 
35

 Ibid. 
36

 SB 1070, 49
th

 Leg., 2
nd

 Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2009), http://azgovernor.gov/dms/upload/SB_1070_Signed.pdf  

http://www.nilc.org/immsemplymnt/ircaempverif/e-verify-state-laws-summary-tbl-2011-07-21.pdf
http://azgovernor.gov/dms/upload/SB_1070_Signed.pdf
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In 2011, Alabama, Georgia, Indiana, South Carolina and Utah passed omnibus enforcement bills, 

which both built upon and went beyond the Arizona law.
37

 In June 2011, Alabama passed the 

Alabama Taxpayer and Citizen Protection Act, HB 56, perhaps the most draconian state 

immigration law to date.
38

  HB 56 would criminalize: 

 

 failure to carry federal registration documents; 

 work by an unauthorized immigrant, and would subject their employers to civil penalties 

and private law suits; 

 transport and harboring;  

 entering a rental agreement with an unauthorized immigrant;  

 encouraging or inducing unauthorized immigrants to reside in the state; and  

 entry by unauthorized immigrants into business transactions (even paying a utility bill) 

with the state or its political subdivisions. 

HB 56 also includes SB 1070-type law enforcement procedures that would require state and local 

police to screen and verify the status of those they lawfully stop, detain or arrest.  In addition, 

law enforcement officials would be required to determine the citizenship of persons arrested for 

driving without a license, to verify their status, and to hold unauthorized persons until they can 

be prosecuted or turned over to ICE. 

 

The Alabama law also prohibits employers from deducting wages or compensation paid to 

unauthorized immigrants as a business expense, with violations subject to fines 10 times greater 

than the amount of the claimed expense deduction.  It prevents the enforcement of contracts 

between an unauthorized immigrant and another party.  It also bars courts from considering 

evidence of lawful immigration status introduced by defendants who are alleged (by immigration 

officials) to be unlawfully in the United States. 

 

                                                 
37

 Illegal Immigration Reform and Enforcement Act of 2011 , HB 87, Gen. Assemb., 2011 Leg. Sess. (Georgia 

2011), http://www1.legis.ga.gov/legis/2011_12/fulltext/hb87.htm ; SB 590, 117
th

 Gen. Assemb., 1
st
 Reg. Sess.  

(Indiana 2011), http://www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/PDF/IN/IN0590.1.pdf; South Carolina, S 20, 119
th

 Sess. 

(South Carolina 2011), http://www.scstatehouse.gov/sess119_2011-2012/bills/20.htm; Guest Worker Program Act, 

HB 116, 2011 Gen. Sess. (Utah 2011), http://le.utah.gov/~2011/htmdoc/hbillhtm/HB0116.htm. 
38

 Alabama Taxpayer and Citizen Protection Act , HB 56, Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Alabama 2011), http://e-

lobbyist.com/gaits/AL/HB56.  

http://www1.legis.ga.gov/legis/2011_12/fulltext/hb87.htm
http://www.in.gov/legislative/bills/2011/PDF/IN/IN0590.1.pdf
http://www.scstatehouse.gov/sess119_2011-2012/bills/20.htm
http://le.utah.gov/~2011/htmdoc/hbillhtm/HB0116.htm
http://e-lobbyist.com/gaits/AL/HB56
http://e-lobbyist.com/gaits/AL/HB56
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Finally, the law would require public schools to determine whether an enrolling student was born 

outside the United States or had an unauthorized parent; to identify and report on the 

unauthorized children in their schools; and to analyze the financial and other costs of educating 

them.  The Act prevents unauthorized immigrants from enrolling in or attending any public post-

secondary educational institution.  

 

The Georgia, Indiana, South Carolina and Utah omnibus laws include similar provisions related 

to law enforcement verification of immigration status; screening for public benefits; partnering 

with the federal government to enforce immigration law; barring tax deductions related to 

employment of unauthorized immigrants; and criminalizing work, failure to carry an 

identification document, and transport and harboring.    

 

These laws also include variations of the Arizona and Alabama provisions, as well as new 

provisions.  For example, Georgia (HB 87) would criminalize the transport of unauthorized 

immigrants while committing another crime and the use of counterfeit or fictitious identification 

to obtain employment.  It would also create documentation requirements – a secure and 

verifiable document and an affidavit of lawful presence – to secure public benefits.  South 

Carolina (S 20/Act No. 69) would require persons that produce federal, state or tribal 

identification cards to be “lawfully present.”  Indiana (SB 590) would: 

 require verification of status of non-citizens and non-nationals that apply for 

unemployment insurance;  

 allow state and local police to arrest those they have “probable cause” to believe have 

been indicted or convicted of an aggravated felony;  

 mandate a study of the cost of illegal migration to the state, with an eye toward seeking 

federal reimbursement;  

 require law enforcement agencies to inform each of their officers that they must 

cooperate in immigration enforcement;   

 make it a crime to accept or record consular identification for “any public purpose” or to 

accept individual taxpayer identification numbers as a valid form of identification “for 

any public or private purpose”; and  

 require judges to take unlawful presence into account in setting bail.     
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Utah’s H 116 uniquely recognized the state’s need for immigrant labor by attempting to establish 

a state guest worker program for unauthorized Utah residents, along with their immediate family 

members.  To participate, applicants would need a job offer, to pay a substantial fine, and to 

meet other criteria.  The state sought a federal waiver to implement the program.   Utah’s H. 469 

would have created a pilot program under which a US citizen could sponsor a foreign national as 

a resident immigrant.  Finally, the state (H. 466) created a high-level advisory commission on 

immigration and migration, and tasked it with reviewing the impact of illegal migration on Utah, 

and developing a state plan on immigrant integration.  A separate Utah law (H 497) included 

extensive enforcement provisions.   

 

Other state immigration-related laws require proof of LPR status or lawful presence to obtain 

credentials to work in a wide variety of professions; prohibit unauthorized aliens from receiving 

job training; deny unemployment benefits to aliens who were unlawfully present during their 

period of employment; and require US citizenship or LPR status for students to receive certain 

scholarships.  

Local Ordinances 

 

Localities have also taken an active role on immigration issues.  While some local measures 

support immigrants, most are designed to pressure unauthorized immigrants to leave their 

jurisdictions.  The City of Hazelton, Pennsylvania in September 2006 and Prince William 

County, Virginia in July 2007, as amended in April 2008, passed two of the more influential 

ordinances.  The Hazleton, Pennsylvania llegal Immigration Relief Act Ordinance (Ordinance 

2006-18), sought “to secure to those lawfully present … the right to live in peace free of the 

threat [of] crime, to enjoy the public services provided by [the] city without being burdened by 

the cost of providing goods, support and services to aliens unlawfully present in the United 

States, and to be free of the debilitating effects on their economic and social well beings imposed 

by the influx of illegal aliens.”  The law made it a local offense for businesses to recruit or hire 

unauthorized workers.  Furthermore, it allowed any city official, business entity or resident to 

initiate a complaint regarding a violation, a process that could ultimately lead to suspension or 

revocation of the employer’s business permit.   
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The ordinance required all city agencies and contractors to enroll in the predecessor to the E-

Verify program, the Basic Pilot Program.  It also made it unlawful for persons and businesses “to 

let, lease, or rent a dwelling unit” to an “illegal alien.”  The rental restriction was to be enforced 

through a complaint process, potentially leading to fines and the denial or suspension of a rental 

license.   

 

In December 2006, the Board of County Supervisors (BOCS) of the Prince William County, 

Virginia mandated (BOCS Directive 06-236) an assessment of the total cost of providing County 

services to unauthorized immigrants.  In July 2007, it passed resolution 07-609 that: 

 

 directed local police to check residency status in cases where there was “probable cause” 

to believe a person was violating federal immigration law; 

 required county staff to deny certain public benefits to those who were unable to prove 

legal residency; 

 directed county police to enter a 287(g) agreement to enforce federal immigration law 

with ICE. 

On April 29, 2008, the Board of County Supervisors for Prince Williams County approved a 

resolution (Res. No. 08-500) that modified the earlier resolution, requiring that local police 

“inquire into the citizenship or immigration status” of persons lawfully arrested based on 

probable cause.  It provided that police officers were no longer mandated to inquire about 

immigration status prior to an arrest.      

 

Challenges to Birthright Citizenship and to Public Education of Children without 

Immigration Status  

 

The success of the United States in integrating immigrants turns, in part, on two pillars of 

constitutional law: birthright citizenship and the right to public education for all children.  Yet 

members of Congress and state legislators have attacked these bedrock principles as immigration 

loop-holes.   
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The 14
th

 amendment to the US Constitution provides that “all persons born or naturalized in the 

United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof” are citizens of the United States and the 

states in which they reside. The amendment overturned the infamous Dred Scott cases, which 

held that persons of African descent could never be US citizens.
39

 Its framers sought to 

constitutionalize citizenship by birth (jus soli), so that the political branches of government 

would not be able to deny citizenship to disfavored groups, whether the children of freed slaves 

or others.
40

  In 1898, the US Supreme Court in United States v. Wong Kim Ark affirmed that the 

14
th

 amendment applied to the children of immigrant parents: “[e]very citizen or subject of 

another country, while domiciled here, is within the allegiance and protection, and consequently 

subject to the jurisdiction, of the United States.”
41

 

  

Federal and state legislation attempts to circumvent the difficult process of amending the US 

Constitution by defining “subject to the jurisdiction” to exclude the children of (two) 

unauthorized parents.  Oklahoma’s S.898, for example, would have denied state citizenship to 

native-born children by interpreting this phrase to mean that “the person is the child of at least 

one parent who owes no allegiance to any foreign sovereignty.”
42

  Under this bill, persons with 

sole allegiance would include US citizens or nationals, LPRs, and stateless persons. As the 14
th

 

amendment’s plain language indicates and its legislative history affirms, “subject to the 

jurisdiction” means subject to the law or required to obey US laws.  Persons without immigration 

status would not be “unauthorized” or “illegal” if they were not “subject to” US laws.  

Immigrants cannot escape the law by illegally entering the country or by overstaying a temporary 

visa.  The citizenship clause excluded the children of diplomats and enemy soldiers, who were 

thought to be immune from US laws at the time of its adoption.
43
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40
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The 14
th

 amendment also provides that a state cannot deny equal protection of the law “to any 

person within its jurisdiction.”  In its 1982 decision in Plyler v. Doe, the US Supreme Court held 

that denial of public, secondary schooling to unauthorized children violated the amendment’s 

equal protection clause.
44

  The court queried whether a Texas state law to deny funding to school 

districts with unauthorized students and to permit these districts to deny admission to such 

children reasonably furthered a substantial state goal.  It concluded: 

 

It is difficult to understand precisely what the state hopes to achieve by promoting the 

creation and perpetuation of a subclass of illiterates within our boundaries, surely adding 

to the problems and costs of unemployment, welfare, and crime.  It is thus clear that 

whatever savings might be achieved by denying these children an education, they are 

wholly insubstantial in light of the costs involved to these children, the State, and the 

Nation.
45

  

 

State laws like Alabama’s HB 56 seek to lay the groundwork for a court challenge to Plyer v. 

Doe by requiring school districts to collect data on “illegal aliens and students unable to provide 

proof of citizenship” and to document the number of unauthorized children and the cost of 

educating them.  The sponsors of these measures view them as potentially effective enforcement 

tools.  However, they would create an uneducated, permanent sub-class of US-born persons, 

without security or prospects.    

 

Court Challenges to State and Local Immigration Laws 

 

The Obama administration has taken the extraordinary step of challenging the constitutionality of 

the Arizona, Alabama, and South Carolina laws.
46

 Under the US Constitution, the federal law is 

the “supreme law of the land.”
47

 The challenges to state and local laws by the federal 

government and immigrant advocacy groups primarily rest on the claim that state and local 

measures are pre-empted by the federal government’s comprehensive scheme of regulation in the 

                                                 
44

 457 US 202 (1982). 
45
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46

 Civil rights, faith-based and other groups have also brought suit to block enforcement of these and other state and 

local laws. 
47

 US Constit., Article VI, clause 2. 
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immigration arena. Congress can expressly declare state or local laws pre-empted or they can be 

pre-empted because they work at cross purposes with the federal scheme, either because of the 

pervasiveness of federal regulation or because of the impossibility of complying with federal and 

state/local law.
48

   

 

DOJ’s motion to enjoin enforcement of Alabama’s HB 56 makes the federal pre-emption 

argument succinctly:  

 

In our constitutional system, the federal government has pre-eminent authority to regulate 

immigration matters.  This authority derives from the United States Constitution and 

numerous acts of Congress.  The nation’s immigration laws reflect a careful and 

considered balance of national law enforcement, foreign relations, and humanitarian 

interests …. In administering these laws, the federal agencies balance the complex – and 

often competing – objectives that animate federal immigration law and policy.  Although 

a state may exercise its police power in a manner that has an incidental or indirect effect 

on aliens, it may not establish its own immigration policy or enforce state laws in a 

manner that interferes with the federal laws.  The Constitution and federal immigration 

laws do not permit the development of a patchwork of state and local immigration 

policies throughout the county.
49

   

 

The legal challenges to these laws are at different stages in different courts.  Their 

constitutionality will likely be resolved by the US Supreme Court.  As of this writing, the 9
th

 

Circuit Court of Appeals has upheld an injunction on the provisions of Arizona’s SB 1070 that: 

 

 Require police officers to make a “reasonable attempt” to determine the immigration 

status of a person lawfully stopped or arrested, based on a “reasonable suspicion” that the 

person lacks immigration status; 

 Require that police and correctional officials verify the immigration status of any person 

arrested prior to their release; 

                                                 
48

 Gade v. National Solid Waste Management Association, 505 US 88, 98 (1992). 
49
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 Require noncitizens to carry alien registration papers; 

 Criminalize work; 

 Authorize arrest without a warrant provided the police have probable cause to believe a 

non-citizen has committed a removable offense.
50

 

 

An earlier Arizona law, the 2007 Legal Arizona Workers Act (LAWA), requires all employers in 

the state to use the E-Verify system and allows the state to suspend and revoke business licenses 

of employers that knowingly employed unauthorized workers. 
51

 In 2011, the Supreme Court 

upheld this measure in Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting.
52

 However, its decision rests on a 

narrow exception contained in the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 that allows 

states and localities to sanction employers for illegally hiring through “licensing and similar 

laws.”
53

 Thus, the decision has not significantly clarified the scope of state authority in 

immigration enforcement.   

 

In September 2010, a federal district judge struck down the Hazelton ordinances, and the 3
rd

 

Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed this decision.  In June 2011, the US Supreme Court vacated 

the 3
rd

 Circuit decision and ordered that the case be reviewed again, following its decision in 

Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting.
54

  

 

In late September 2011, a federal district judge in Alabama temporarily enjoined HB 56’s 

provisions that would have: 

 

 Denied access to public post-secondary education to citizens and lawful residents; 

 Prevented courts from considering evidence of lawful immigration status introduced by 

defendants who were alleged (by immigration officials) to be unlawfully in the United 

States. 

                                                 
50
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 Prevented unauthorized immigrants from soliciting work, and potential employers from 

picking them up in traffic. 

 Criminalized concealing, transporting, or renting housing to unauthorized immigrants. 

 Prohibited business tax deductions for compensation paid to unauthorized employees; 

and 

 Created a cause of action for authorized workers fired or not hired due to unlawfully 

present non-citizens.
55

 

 

However, the court allowed most of HB 56 to go into effect, including provisions similar to those 

enjoined by the 9
th

 Circuit and other courts.  In October 2011, the 11
th

 Circuit Court of Appeals 

additionally blocked enforcement of HB 56’s requirement that non-citizens carry alien 

registration documents and that schools screen public school students for immigration status and 

report on the costs of educating unauthorized students. 
56

 

 

Select Research on the Impact of Enforcement Measures 

 

Human rights and press reports have documented the impact of US enforcement policies on 

families, public safety, businesses and vulnerable populations.  These reports demonstrate that 

conspicuous, well-publicized enforcement – sweeps, work-site raids, arrests for traffic offenses, 

roadblocks, and actions outside of churches, community centers or health clinics – can lead 

immigrants to avoid places where their well-being or conscience requires them to be.  In the days 

following passage of SB 56, immigrant parents kept their children from school and rushed to fill 

out power of attorney forms conferring on family and friends the right to make decisions about 

their children in the event of their own deportation.
57

   

 

The few recent, formal studies on the impact of immigration enforcement have concluded that: 
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 work-site raids and removals divide, destabilize and impoverish families and lead to 

severe behavioral problems for children;   

 deportation-by-attrition strategies have led to significant departures of Hispanics – legal 

and unauthorized -- from targeted areas;  

 state and local (not federal) enforcement priorities have governed some federal-state 

enforcement partnerships; and 

 mandatory electronic employer verification laws have driven unauthorized workers into 

the underground economy. 

 

In 2010, the Urban Institute released a study on the impact of the arrest, detention and removal of 

parents on 190 children in 85 families in six locations.
58

   Substantial percentages of children 

experienced difficulties in eating and sleeping, nightmares, sleepwalking, excessing crying, 

increased fear and anxiety, clinging, signs of withdrawal, aggression, changed speech patterns, 

absenteeism from school, difficulty focusing on studies, and declining academic performance.
59

 

The loss of a breadwinner also created economic hardship and instability for families, 

manifesting itself in frequent moves, crowded housing, and difficulties in paying bills and 

affording food.  In addition, the parental rights of many detained and deported parents have been 

terminated, and their families have been legally dissolved. 
60

 

In 2010, the Center for Survey Research and Police Executive Research Forum released an 

exhaustive analysis of whether Prince William County resolution (No. 08-500) succeeded on its 

own terms.
61

 It found that the resolution, which authorized police to check the status of “lawfully 

arrested” persons and required country officials to screen for certain public benefits: 

 

 Initially caused fear in the immigrant community and disrupted police/community 

relations, although intensive outreach by the police subsequently mitigated these effects;  
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 Negatively impacted how Hispanics viewed life in the County, their desire to continue to 

live there, and trust in County government, although Hispanic quality of life ratings and 

desire to live in the County rebounded over time; 

 Led to a significant decrease in the number of non-citizens in the county (7,400) and in 

the unauthorized population (between 2000 and 6,000) over two years
62

; 

 Reconfigured the Hispanic population, as couples, older adults, families with small 

children, and English speakers, largely replaced unattached young males; 

 Did not affect arrests for most types of crimes, with exceptions for public drunkenness, 

driving while intoxicated, driving without a license, aggravated assaults, and hit and run 

incidents; 

 Led formerly overcrowded housing to become vacant or to change to normal occupancy; 

 Resulted in a decline in loitering at day labor sites; and 

 Did not lead to substantial savings for the County in delivering services. 

In 2011, the Migration Policy Institute released a report on the impact of 287(g) 

federal/local enforcement partnerships in seven jurisdictions.
63

  These agreements allow state and 

local police and correctional officials to screen people for immigration status, to hold immigrants 

until ICE assumes custody of them, and to begin the process of initiating removal proceedings. 

DHS/ICE has established priorities for the type of populations (mostly felons) that it hopes to 

identify and place in removal proceedings through these agreements.   

 

The study concluded that some jurisdictions targeted federal priority cases, while others 

overwhelmingly removed persons who had committed traffic offenses, minor crimes and 

ordinary immigration offenses.
64

   It also found that: 
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 The highest rates of removal for traffic offenses occurred in jurisdictions in the Southeast 

of the United States, where political pressures to enforce immigration law were 

pronounced; 

 The Hispanic non-citizen population in three of seven counties studied dropped 

measurably in the two to three years following implementation of the agreements,  

compared to no change or increases in the same population in surrounding counties; 

 Hispanic public school enrollment decreased (in the same three jurisdictions) in the year 

after the agreements went into effect, but rebounded thereafter.
65

  

Many state and local law enforcement agencies argue that their ability to protect and serve the 

public would be compromised if they were required to determine the immigration status of 

persons that they routinely encounter, stop, detain or even arrest.  They contend that immigrants 

would not call the police or cooperate in community policing initiatives if it might result in their 

deportation or the deportation of a family member.
66

  In a 2006 report, the Major Cities [Police] 

Chiefs explained: 

 

Without assurances that contact with the police would not result in purely civil 

immigration enforcement action, the hard won trust, communication and cooperation 

from the immigrant community would disappear.  Such a divide between the local police 

and immigrant groups would result in increased crime against immigrants and in the 

broader community, create a class of silent victims and eliminate the potential for 

assistance from immigrants in solving crimes or preventing future terroristic acts.
 67

  

 

In 2009, ICE failed to renew its 287(g) “task force” agreement (which covered normal policing 

operations, not screening in jails) with the Maricopa County Sheriff’s office (MCSO).  The 

MCSO has repeatedly conducted broad sweeps of immigrant communities, arrested substantial 

numbers of ordinary status violators, and engaged in demeaning treatment of detainees in its 

custody.  A report by the Goldwater Institute criticized MCSO’s tactics, linking its immigration 
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enforcement activities to poor performance of its core law enforcement duties.
68

 The report 

concluded that: 

 

[U]nder its watch violent crime rates recently have soared, both in absolute terms and 

relative to other jurisdictions. It has diverted resources away from basic law-enforcement 

functions to highly publicized immigration sweeps, which are ineffective in policing 

illegal immigration and in reducing crime generally …. MCSO has allowed a huge 

backlog of outstanding warrants to accumulate, and has seriously disadvantaged local 

police departments by closing satellite booking facilities. MCSO’s detention facilities are 

subject to costly lawsuits for excessive use of force and inadequate medical services. 

Compounding the substantive problems are chronically poor record-keeping and 

reporting of statistics, coupled with resistance to public disclosure. 

 

A 2011 study by the Public Policy Institute of Californian suggested that enforcement measures 

may drive unauthorized workers into the underground economy, outside the protections of the 

federal and state labor standards enforcement system.  The study analyzed the impact of LAWA, 

which (as discussed) mandates that licensed businesses in Arizona use E-Verify.  It found that 

the law led to lower formal employment rates in Arizona than in comparison states between 2007 

and 2009, but resulted in an 8 percent gain (the equivalent of 25,000 persons) in the self-

employed (to whom E-Verify does not apply) for likely unauthorized workers, a far higher 

increase than in comparison states.
 69 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

This paper recognizes the responsibility of sovereign states to regulate the cross-border flow of 

persons and to protect their nationals from terrorism, criminality and the stresses that result from 
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uncontrolled, illegal migration.  However, federal “enforcement only” policies and state and 

local “deportation-by-attrition” strategies harm families, local communities, and the nation.  In 

addition, they cannot succeed on their own terms for two reasons.  First, they do not engage or 

inspire the support of migrant sending and transit nations. Migrant receiving nations cannot 

create effective immigration policies in a vacuum.  They depend on cooperation and partnerships 

to address the root causes of migration, to regulate the legal flow of migrants, and to develop 

effective enforcement strategies.
70

  Second, enforcement policies cannot substitute for a 

legalization program, reform of the legal immigration system, and a commitment to immigrant 

integration that is commensurate with the size of the need.  

 

While a broad legalization program may not be politically feasible in the short-term, more 

targeted legislation to legalize persons with strong humanitarian, family, and equitable claims to 

membership may have better prospects for passage. These populations include very long-term 

residents, persons brought to the United States as children, the beneficiaries of approved family-

based visas, needed workers, and groups that have been in temporary status in the United States 

for years based on civil war, natural disaster and other causes.  Since the first systemic 

immigration restrictions in the United States in the 1920s, Congress has passed legislation to 

legalize many groups inappropriately excluded from membership, whether workers, students, 

refugee-like groups or very long-term residents.
71

  Many US unauthorized immigrants enjoy the 

same kinds of claims to remain as groups that were legalized in the past.  

 

Even more important than a legalization program, the United States needs to reform its outdated 

system of legal immigration to better meet US labor market needs, both in times of economic 

expansion and crisis.
72

  It also needs to reform its system of family-based immigration in order to 

reduce delays and procedural barriers that prevent qualifying family members of US citizens and 

lawful permanent residents from receiving visas for many years and that lead many immigrant 

families to abandon this process altogether.  It will be impossible to develop a sufficient, long-
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term solution to the problem of illegal migration without reworking the system that governs legal 

admissions.   

 

A well-coordinated immigrant integration policy for the 73 million US foreign-born residents 

(and their children) would continually develop, assess and modify strategies to promote English 

language proficiency, educational success, upwardly mobile jobs, legal status, and the full 

participation of immigrants in US society. It would identify, link, publicize and build upon 

successful integration initiatives and partnerships.  It would replace the deportation-only vision, 

with an inclusive view of immigrants as assets and contributors to their new communities.  It 

would promote human security, strengthen communities, and reflect the nation’s core ideals.    

 

 

 


